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For a wide class of the quadratic forms which are densely defined, symmetric,
and singular (uncloseable) in Hilbert space we present a construction of regular
(closeable) restrictions which are also densely defined and symmetric. We also give
some applications to the singular perturbation theory of self-adjoint operators.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let # be a quadratic (sesquilinear) form in the separable complex Hilbert
space H with inner product ( . , . ). Assume that the domain Q(#) of # is
dense in H and # is symmetric:
#(., )=# (, .), .,  # Q(#).
We shall write #[.]##(., .).
If # is closeable, we shall equivalently say that # is regular and write
##cl, where cl means the closure. If besides # is bounded from below
(#[.]M &.&2, M>&) then it has the operator representation [17]
#(., )##A(., )=(A., ), .,  # D(A)Q(#),
where A is a self-adjoint operator in H.
We say that # is singular [14, 15, 1922] (cf. [11, 12, 2729, 33]) if for
any . # Q(#) there exists a sequence .n # Q(.), such that .n  . in H and
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#[.n]  0, when n  . In such a case # is nowhere closeable in H; i.e.,
the set of vectors . # H for which the closeability condition [17] holds is
empty.
This in particular occurs when the set
D#ker # :=[. # Q(#) | #[.]=0] (1.1)
is dense in H. As in [15] we define the set of singular vectors S(#) for #
as follows: . # S(#) if there exist at least two different sequences .n ,
.$n # Q(#) such that
.n  ., #[.n&.m]  0, #[.n]  0,
.$n  ., #[.$n&.$m]  0, #[.$n]  a{0, n, m  .
It is clear that the form # is singular if and only if S(#) is dense in H.
Similarly, # is regular if and only if S(#)=<. If, however, S(#) is neither
empty nor dense in H, then # is neither regular nor singular. In such
general case it is known [2224, 33] that every symmetric bounded from
below quadratic form # in H admits unique decomposition into regular
and singular components.
We claim that if the singular component of # is nonzero then under some
natural conditions it is possible to restrict the domain of # to the dense sub-
set of H in such a way that the restricted form becomes regular.
The aim of this paper is to prove this assertion and give some applica-
tions.
Our discussion is related to the following problem, which originates in
the models of quantum physics [14, 8, 1012, 24, 26, 28].
Given a self-adjoint operator A in H and a singular quadratic form #,
put #A(., ) :=(., A), .,  # D(A) and assume D(A) & Q(#) is dense in
H. In general the form-sum #~ =#A+# is not closeable in H. However, one
would like to modify the form #~ in such a way that it associates with the
pair A, # a self-adjoint operator A in H. If this can be done then the
corresponding procedure is often called the singular perturbation of A
by #.
A typical example of such a problem is well known in quantum
mechanics as the point interaction. The formal expression &2+*$( y ),
* # R1, is physically interpreted as the Schro dinger operator with the
singular potential supported by the single point y # Rn, n=1, 2, 3. The
more complicated models appear in quantum field theory, where the free
Hamiltonian is perturbed by the singular Wick monomials given in terms
of creation and annihilation operators [30].
Various approaches to the above problems can be found in
[1, 2, 4, 8, 1012, 1826, 28] and references in [1].
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In this paper we propose a new technique. Namely, we show that for a
wide class of the positive singular quadratic forms # in H there exist
densely defined regular restrictions
#r=# W Qr , Qr/Q(#),
i.e., such that #r#clr and Qr is dense in H.
We emphasize that our method gives a constructive method for
obtaining #r .
Our work was partly stimulated by the paper [34]. These results have
been announced in [16].
2. FORMULATION OF MAIN RESULT
We begin by recalling some background from the theory of rigged
Hilbert spaces [6, 7].
Let A be a self-adjoint operator in H bounded only from below.
Without loss of generality we assume A1. Put H+ :=D(A). Then H+ is
a Hilbert space with the inner product defined by
(., )+=(A., A), .,  # D(A).
We also complete H in the inner product
( f, g)& :=(A&1f, A&1g), f, g # H.
The resulting Hilbert space will be denoted by H& . Thus we have the
topological inclusions
H&#H#H0#H+, & }&&& }&& }&+. (2.1)
Note that A: H+  H is unitary and A: D(A)  H& is isometric. We write
Acl for its closure, which obviously is the unitary map. Moreover, it is con-
venient to introduce the following unitary operators (canonical unitary
isomorphisms):
D :=AclA: H+  H&, I#D&1: H&  H+ . (2.2)
Let ( . , .) denote the duality between H+ , H&. Then we have
(:, .)=(:, D.)&=(I:, .)+
=((Acl )&1 :, A.), : # H& , . # H+ . (2.3)
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Note that
( f, .) =( f, .), f # H, . # H+ . (2.4)
Now let #{0 be a positive quadratic form with the domain Q(#) dense
in H. We impose the conditions
(a) H+$Q(#), #=#cl, +; i.e., # is densely defined and closed in H+ ;
(b) D :=ker # is dense in H ; i.e., # is singular in H;
(c) (span[L, AL])cl & H+=L, where L :=H+  D.
By assumptions (a) and (b) the set D is a closed subspace of H+=D(A)
and it is dense in H. Thus one can introduce
A4 :=A W D
as a closed symmetric operator with domain
D(A4 )=ker ##D.
Condition (c) is equivalent to the requirement that A4 2 be densely defined
in H and moreover D(A4 2) is a core for A4 . For a proof see Proposition 2.3
in [31] (see also [32, 4]).
Conditions (a), (b) also imply that in H+=DL the quadratic form
# admits the representation
#=0#W, #W :=# WQ(#W ), Q(#W ) :=Q(#) & L,
corresponding to the decomposition of every vector . # Q(#)
.=.0.W, .0 # D, .W=PL . # Q(#W ),
where PL denotes the orthogonal projector in H+ onto L. We put
#W [.W ] :=#[.], . # Q(#).
Since #W is evidently also closed in L it has the associated positive self-
adjoint operator [17] V :
#W (.W, W )=(V12.W, V12W )+ , .W, W # Q(#W )=D(V12).
This operator is invertible due to #W>0, ker #W=[0].
We assume in addition
(d) #W=>0; i.e., V has bounded inverse.
This condition is fulfilled automatically if dim L<.
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Definition 2.1. Let A be a strictly positive self-adjoint operator in H.
A positive quadratic form # in H is said to belong to class T#T(A) if
the above conditions (a)(d) are fulfilled.
Now we can formulate our main result.
Theorem 2.2. Every singular quadratic form # from class T possesses
the densely defined regular restriction. Namely, the quadratic form
#r :=# WQr (2.5)
Qr#Q(#r) :=Dr Q(#W ) (2.6)
Dr :=AD & D. (2.7)
is densely defined and closeable in H.
Note that the quadratic forms #r , #W, and # coincide on any . # Q(#)
such that . = ker # in H+. This means that forms #r and # differ only by
the fact that their zero-sets are different. Indeed, ker #r#Dr is a proper sub-
set of D#ker #. At the same time, as we shall see the domain Q(#r)
remains dense in H.
3. DENSITY OF Qr
In this section our aim is to show that the set Qr defined by (2.6), (2.7)
is dense in H. Let # be a fixed quadratic form from T. Introduce the
decomposition of H
H=M0N0 , M0 :=AD, N0 :=M=0 #AL, (3.1)
where L=H+  D, D=ker #. Sometimes we also use another notation
for D and L: D#M+ , L#N+. Thus we have (see (2.7))
H+=M+N+, Dr=M0 & M+. (3.2)
Note that D(A2) equipped with the inner product
(., )++ :=(A2., A2), .,  # D(A2)
is a Hilbert space, which will be denoted by H++ .
If we put H&& for the closure of H in the inner product ( f, g)&& :=
(A&2f, A&2g), f, g # H then the chain of Hilbert spaces (2.1) will be
extended as follows:
H&&#H&#H#H0#H+#H++. (3.3)
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It is easy to see that the triplets H0#H+#H++ and H&&#H&#H0 also
form the rigged Hilbert spaces. Thus, for example, H++ and H0 are in
duality with respect to H+ with the obvious notation:
(., f )++, 0 :=(A., A&1f )+, . # H++ , f # H0 .
Proposition 3.1. Let Dcl denote the closure of D in H. Then
Dcl=H  L & H++=[0]. (3.4)
Proof. Let  # L & H++ . Then using relations of the type (2.3), (2.4)
for the scale (3.3) we have
0=(, D)+=(, D)++, 0=(DW, D),
where DW denotes the restriction of D (see (2.2)) to H++ . By (b) D is
dense in H. Thus DW=0 and since DW : H++  H0 is the unitary operator
this implies =0.
Conversely, let  = D in H. Then using (2.3), (2.4) we have
0=(, D)=(, D)=(I, D)+ ,
i.e., the vector /=I # L. Taking into account that I W :=I WH: H  H++
is unitary, we see that /=I W  # H++ , and therefore / # L & H++ . Thus
the right side of (3.4) implies that both / and  equal zero, and therefore
D is dense in H. K
We turn now to the rigged Hilbert space
H&&#H&#H#H0 .
Let M0 and N0 be given by (3.1) and put Mcl, &0 for the closure of M0 in
H& . Then by applying suitable unitary maps we observe that Proposi-
tion 3.1 is equivalent to
Mcl, &0 =H&  N0 & H+=[0] (3.5)
(compare [4, 19, 25, 27]).
Consider now the set M0, + :=M0 & H+. Evidently Dr/M0, +. We shall
now prove that M0, + is dense in M0 .
Lemma 3.2. The set M0, + is closed in H+ and dense in M0 ; i.e.,
M0, +=Mcl, +0, + , M0=M
cl
0, + , (3.6)
where cl, + and cl denote the closures in H+ and H, respectively.
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Proof. Consider the closed subspace of H
L=, 0#N =, 0+ :=[g # H | ( g, L)=[0]. (3.7)
We shall show that
L=, 0=AM0, +. (3.8)
If g # L=, 0 then there is f # H+ such that g=Af. Since L#N+=A&1N0
we have
[0]=( g, L)=(Af, A&1N0)=( f, N0).
Thus f # M0 . Hence any g # L=, 0 has the form g=Af, where
f # M0 & H+=M0.+ , i.e., L=, 0AM0, +.
To show the opposite inclusion take f # M0, + . Then f # M0 , f # H+, and
( f, N0)=[0]=( f, AA&1N0)=(Af, A&1N0)=( g, L);
i.e., g=Af # L=, 0 (see (3.7)). Thus L=, 0$AM0, + and (3.8) is proved.
But L=, 0 by definition is a closed subspace of H. Therefore due to
unitarity of A: H+  H the subspace M0, + is closed in H+ ; i.e., the first
part of this Lemma is proved.
We shall prove now that M0, + is dense in H& :
Indeed from the condition (c) and Proposition 2.1 it follows that
Lcl & H++#N cl+ & H++=[0]. (3.9)
Similarly to (3.4) and (3.5), the following implications hold:
H&&=(L
=, 0)cl, &&  Lcl & H++=[0]. (3.10)
Using (3.8) we conclude that M0, + is dense in H&:
H&=Mcl, &0, + . (3.11)
Observe now that the second part of (3.6) is equivalent to
N0=H  Mcl0, + . (3.12)
Let us prove the last equality. Suppose that (3.12) is not true. Then in H
there exists a vector ’  N0 , ’ = M0, +. We have to show that ’=0. Indeed
since Mcl0, + is dense in H& its orthogonal complement in H has zero inter-
section with H+ (see (3.4), (3.5), (3.10)). Thus we have
[0]=(’, M0, +)=(’, M0, +)=(I’, M0, +)+.
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This and
H+=M0, + (A&1N+)cl, + (3.13)
imply that I’ # (A&1N+)cl, +. The equality (3.13) holds by virtue of the
following arguments. Let  # H+ and  = A&1N+ in H+. Then
[0]=(, A&1N+)+=(A, N+)=(, AN+)=(, N0);
i.e.,  # M0 and therefore  # M0, + . On the other hand, if
 # M0, +#M0 & H+ , then
[0]=(, N0)=(, N0) +, &=(, A&1N+)+ ,
i.e.,  = A&1N+ in H+.
Now we note that I’  A&1N+ since ’  N0 . But I’ # (A&1N cl, ++ "A
&1N+)
is in contradiction with condition (c). Indeed from (2.2), (2.3) it follows that
the restriction of I to H acts as I: H  H++. In particular, I’ # H++ ,
which is impossible since L#N+. Thus
(Lcl"L) & H+=[0]  ((A&1L)cl, +"A&1L) & H++=[0].
Therefore ’#0 and (3.12) and (3.6) are completely proved. K
In fact not only is M0, +=M0 & H dense in M0 but the set
Dr=M0 & M+ which is a subset of M0, + is also dense in M0 . To prove it
we shall first show that the subspace Dr (see (2.7), (3.2)) admits another
definition. Denote
D$r=H+  (span[N+ , N++])cl, +.
Proposition 3.3.
D$r=Dr
Proof. Let . # D$r , i.e., . # H+ and . = N+ , N++ in H+. Then
(., N+)+=[0] implies that . # M+. In addition,
[0]=(., N++)+=(A., AN++)=(., N0)
implies that . # M0 . Thus . # M0 & M+=Dr (see (3.2)). Conversely let
. # Dr , i.e., . # M+ & M0 . Then
(., N0)=[0]=(A&1., A&1N0)+=(., A&2N0)+=(., N++)+ ,
i.e., . = N++ in H+ . But . # M+ means that . = N+ in H+. Therefore
. = N+ , N++ in H+ , i.e., . # D$r . K
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Now we can prove
Proposition 3.4. Under (a) and (b) the condition (c) holds iff Dr is
dense in M0 .
Proof. Denote N=(span[N+ , N0])cl. Then one can rewrite (c) in the
form
N & H+=N+. (3.14)
Assume now  # M0 , and  = Dr in H. Then
0=(, Dr)=(, Dr)=(I, Dr)+.
This means that I # A&1N and AI # N/H. Using  # M0/H we see
that I # H++ and therefore AI # H+. Thus AI # H+ & N. Now due to
(3.14) we have AI # N+ , I # N++ ,  # N0 . But we assumed  # M0 .
Thus #0; i.e., Dr is dense in M0 .
Conversely let Dr be dense in M0 . Take  # H+ & N. We have to prove
(, M+)+=[0] which is equivalent to  # N+. Indeed
(, M+)+=(A, AM+)=(A, M0).
Using density of Dr in M0 we also have
(A, Dr)=(A, Dr) =(IA, Dr)+=(A&1, Dr)+=0
since A&1 # A&1N (see Proposition 3.3) and Dr = A&1N. Hence  = M+
in H+. Thus  # N+. K
Proposition 3.5. The subspace DrL of H+ is dense in H.
Proof. Let  = (span[Dr , L]) in H. By Lemma 3.3 Dr is dense in M0 .
Therefore  = M0 , i.e.,  # N0 . Then A&1 # N+#L. Taking into account
that  = L in H we have
0=(, A&1)=&A&12&2,
which is possible only if =0. K
Theorem 3.6. The set Qr is dense in H, i.e.,
Qclr =H.
Proof. Follows from Proposition 3.5 because Qr=Dr Q(#W ) and
Q(#W ) is dense in L. K
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2
Note that the density of Q(#r) in H is proved in Theorem 3.6. So we
have to prove only that for # # T the restriction #r (see (2.5)(2.7)) is
closeable in H. For this aim we use the well-known criterion (see, for
example, Theorem VI.1.17 from [17]).
Let .n # Qr be a sequence such that .n  0 in H and #r[.n&.m]  0,
as n, m  . We have to show that #r[.n]  0. Decompose .n into the
sum .n=.n, 0.Wn , where .Wn # L and .n, 0 # Dr . Section 2 and the fact
that Dr=ker #r/ker # we have
#r[.n]=#r[.Wn ]=#
W[.Wn ]=#[.
W
n ].
Therefore condition (d) of Section 2 and #r[.n&.m]  0 imply that .Wn
converges in L: .Wn  . # L. Since #
W is closed in L we conclude that
. # Q(#W ) and
#r[.n]=#W[.Wn ]  #
W[.]=#r[.].
Further, the convergence .Wn  . in L implies that .
W
n  . also in H as
& .&& .&+ . We have assumed that .n  0 in H so that it must be
.n, 0  &. in H. Since .n, 0 # Dr/M0 we finally obtain . # M0 & L.
However, this is impossible unless .=0. Indeed, if 0{. # L=A&1N0 ,
then .=A&1’ for some ’ # N0 and (., ’)=(A&1’, ’)>0. This is impossible
if . # M0 , which is orthogonal to N0 . Thus .=0, #W[.]=#r[.]=0, and
#r is closeable. K
5. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS
Theorem 2.2 has simpler versions which will be given in examples.
Example 1. Let #=#| be a rank one singular bilinear form in the
rigged Hilbert space (2.1)
#|(., )== (., |)(|, ) , =>0, | # H&"H, &|&=1, .,  # H+.
Denote
’0=(Acl)&1 |, ’+=A&1’0 , N0=[c’0]c # C , Dr=N+=A&1N0 .
It is easy to see that ker #|=H+  F=F0 is dense in H, #| is closed in
H+ , span[’0 , ’+] & H+=N+ , and therefore #| # T(A).
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Introduce #|, r by
#|, r[’+] :== |(’+ , |) | 2==, #|, r[.]=0, . # M0 & M+=Dr ,
where M0=N=0 in H and M+=N
=
+ in H+. Evidently #|, r is the restric-
tion of #| to the subspace DrF/H+=Q(#|).
Theorem 5.1. The bilinear form #|, r is densely defined in H and
closeable. Its closure #cl|, r is given by
#cl|, r[’0]==a
2
| ,
a|=(’+ , ’0),
#cl|, r( f, g)==a
2
|( f, ’0)(’0 , g) #
cl
|, r[.]=0, . # M0 ,
#cl|, r( f, g)==a
2
|( f, ’0)(’0 , g), Q(#
cl
|, r)=H.
Proof. The same arguments as in Propositions 3.3, 3.4 show that Dr is
dense in M0 and span[Dr , ’+] is dense in H. So #|, r is densely defined in
H. Since dim N+=1 it is easy to see that #|, r is closeable in H. So
#cl|, r=0 on M0 . By linearity we obtain that domain Q(#
cl
|, r) is the whole
space H and
#|, r[’+]=a2| #
cl
|, r [’0]. K
Note that #cl|, r is a continuous form of rank one in H.
Example 2. Let H=L2(R1, dx), H+=W +22 (R
1), H&=W &22 (R
1) be
the Sobolev spaces and #|=#$y be generated by the $-function at a point
y # R1; i.e.,
#$ y==.( y )  ( y ), .,  # W
2
2=Q(#$), =>0.
Now A=&d2dx2+1, ’0(x)=(G V $)(x)=12e&|x&y |, and ’+(x)=
(G V ’0)(x), where G(x&x$) is the integral kernel of A&1. Using Theorem 5.1
we obtain
#cl$, r( f, g)==a
2
$( f, ’0)(’0 , g), f, g # L
2(R1),
which is evidently a bounded form.
Let us explaine this result in terms of the linear functional
l$(.) :=.( y ), . # W 22(R
1),
which is singular in L2(R2) in the sense that ker l$ is dense in L2.
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Proposition 5.2. The singular functional l$ in L2(R1) has the continuous
densely defined restriction
l$, r :=l$ WQr .
In other words, there exists a vector h$ # L2 such that
l$(.)=.( y )=(., h$)L 2=l$, r(.), . # Qr .
In fact a more general statement is true.
Lemma 5.3. For any point y # R1 and each continuous function
h # L2(R1) the set
Dh, y :=[. # W 22 | l$(.)=.( y)=(., h)]
is dense in L2(R1).
Proof. Let us show that for any g # W 22(R
1) there exists a sequence
.n # Dh, y such that .n  g in L2(R1). Put
c=( g, h), k=g( y ),
and take a sequence n # C 0 with the following properties:
(i) n  0 in L2
(ii) n( y )=k&c
(iii) (n , h)=0.
Then the sequence .n :=g&n # Dh, y and .n  g. Indeed, the last fact
follows from (i) and the equalities
l$ (.n)=l$(g)&l$(n)=g( y )&k+c=c
(.n , h)=(g, h)&(n , h)=c
show that .n # Dh, y . K
In particular, function h of Example 2 coincides up to a scalar constant
with ’0 .
Example 3. Let H=L2(R3, dx), H+=W 22(R
3), and H&=W &22 (R
3)
be the Sobolev spaces. Let #|##$y , y # R
3 be defined by
#$ y (., )== (., $y)($y , )==.( y )  ( y ), .,  # W
2
2(R
3).
Now A=&2+1, ’0(x)=1(8?)12 (G V $y )(x), and ’+(x)=(G V ’0)(x),
where G(x&x$)=exp(&|x&x$| )4? |x&x$| is the integral kernel of
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operator A&1. As above (in the one-dimensional case), now for #$y there
exists a densely defined regular (moreover continuous) restriction #$y, r in
L2(R3). Its closure is generated by the rank one projector on ’0 ,
#cl$y, r ( f, g)==a
2
$ y (P’ 0 f, g)==a
2
$y ( f, ’0)(’0 , g),
where a$y=(’0 , ’+).
Now we turn to the applications of Theorem 2.2 in the self-adjoint exten-
sions approach to the singular perturbation theory. Our presentation will be
based on the technique and results of [22] (see also [5, 9, 13, 15, 16, 27]).
Let A be as in Section 2. Given # # T(A), consider the symmetric
operator A4 :=A WD, D :=ker #. Suppose that the Friedrichs extension of A4
coincides with A; i.e.,
A4 F#A=A.
Put N0=ker A4 * for the defect subspace of A4 ; i.e., N0 coincides with the
orthogonal complement of A(ker #) in the space H,
N0=ker A4 *=(A(ker #))=, 0=AL, L#D.
By Proposition 3.1, L & H++=0. Thus (AL) & H+=0 and in particular
(AL) & L=0. Since Q(#W )/L we have Q(#W ) & N0=0. The last expres-
sion does not remain true if we replace #W by #clr . In fact, we have
PN0 Q(#
W )/Q(#clr ),
where PN0 is the projector onto N0 in the space H. Indeed, let . # Q(#
W )
and let .N , .M be the components of . in N0 and M0 , respectively.
Since Dr is dense in M0 there is a sequence .n, M # Dr converging to .M .
Put .n :=.&.n, M . We have #clr [.n&.m]=#r[.n, M&.m, M]=0. Thus
.N # Q(#clr ) and #
cl
r [.N]=#r[.]= &.&. Put #r, 0 for the restriction of #
cl
r
to N0 . Note that #r, 0 is strictly positive. It is known (see [5, 13, 22]) that
Q(#A) & N0=0. This implies that
Q(#A) & Q(#r, 0)=0.
So we can define the direct sum of forms #~ =#A +4 #r, 0 with
Q(#~ )=Q(#A)+4 Q(#r, 0) :=[u # H; u=.+’, . # Q(#A), ’ # Q(#r, 0)].
It is easy to see that the decomposition u=.+’, . # Q(#A), ’ # Q(#r, 0) for
any u # Q(#~ ) is unique. Thus the quadratic form #~ is correctly defined on
Q(#~ ) by
#~ [u]=#A[.]+#r, 0[’].
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Evidently #~ is closeable since #A and #r, 0 are positive and closeable. Put #~ cl
for the closure of #~ .
Denote by TD(A)#TD the set of all # # T with ker #=D which is fixed
and by A+s (A4 ) the set of all positive self-adjoint extensions of A4 . The form
#~ cl defines in the usual manner [17] a positive self-adjoint operator A .
Clearly D/Q(#~ ) and #~ cl[.]=#A[.] for . # D. Thus A W D=A4 or equiv-
alently A # A+s (A4 ). Vice versa, by Theorem 4.3 of [22], to any A # A
+
s (A4 )
there corresponds a quadratic form # # TD such that the closure of
#~ =#A+4 #r, 0 defines A . Thus we have
Theorem 5.4. For # # TD the direct form-sum
#~ =#A +4 #r, 0
is densely defined and closeable in H. The self-adjoint operator A associated
with #~ cl belongs to A+s (A4 ). This correspondence between the set TD and
A+s (A4 ) is one-to-one.
The procedure summarized in Theorem 5.4 provides a parameterization
of A+s (A4 ) by the regularized quadratic forms. This should be distinguished
from the techniques of singular perturbations developed in [22].
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